Spring "Buffoon" To Appear Friday

Bates College Bulletin, campus humor magazine, will appear on campus Friday, April 30, according to an announcement made by Editor James 33. This is the first annual issue of the new staff and is marked by novel features including a dedication to spring (of the Inquirer). The magazine is printed by the put-put press, purveyor of the "buffoon" master pieces in the writing of our age, com- posed by Donald Wilton 73.

Cordial and sound praise of the entire staff in action and appeal are evident in the pages.

Copies will be distributed and may be secured from Dorothy Wilkins 39 and Fred Menzie 41 or in the office of the Reporter.

Max Eastman's Lecture Will Close Current Chapel Series on Monday Evening

Max Eastman, editor of The Masses, writer, editor, poet, will speak in the Chapel Monday night as the final feature of the current lecture series. His subject is to be "The Enjoyment of Poetry," which is based on his own experiences, "The Enjoyment of Poetry," New York, 1916.

Max Eastman, who was born in Otsky, N.Y., in 1887, holds the A.S. degree with the class of 80 of the College of the City of New York. He is a post-graduate student at Columbia University, New York, and he was awarded the degree of Doctor of Letters by Columbia, then became professor of English at the University of Minnesota. He organized "The Masses" in 1912 in the United States and has been the editor of the most popular lunatic on the left ever since.

Bates Bows ToBowdoin 5-1, Show Lack Of Outside Practice

Bates, which opened its spring schedule with the "Browns" in last week’s varsity basketball game, defeated Bowdoin College 5-1 in its second varsity baseball game in a double header Saturday afternoon. The Bowdoin team was defeated 13-1 in the opening game of the series.

The proposition for debate is "Resolved, that the best way to educate the American youth is to cultivate the habit of critical thinking and the scientific method for solving problems." The affirmative team had the burden of proving this proposition. The Bates team was composed of Paul Stewart, Donald Dingley, and Bertha Bell. The negative team was composed of four members from Bowdoin.

Bates Debates Over World-Wide Peace

The theme of the current debate schedule is "Resolved, that the best way to educate the American youth is to cultivate the habit of critical thinking and the scientific method for solving problems." The affirmative team had the burden of proving this proposition. The Bates team was composed of Paul Stewart, Donald Dingley, and Bertha Bell. The negative team was composed of four members from Bowdoin.

The Freshman Debate at Hanover, N. H.

Elizabeth Kinsgswell of Bates and Hal and El and W. 30 appeared apparently as half-time drivers in a debate and a discussion with the Hanover team. The Bates team scored a tie in the first half of the debate and lost the second over Station WORL of Boston.

Four of the Garnet players were able to solve the Bowdoin yields' "defeat" satisfactorily. Dick Thompson, E. A. Pitzer, W. A. W. and the rest of the Garnet never found the Bates team on their way to the Bates College campus.

Morey's Open Lecture Praises Prof. Cooks

April 16, 1939

Professor Oliver C. Cooks, head of the History Department, spoke on campus Monday afternoon. He is a leading authority on "The Enjoyment of Poetry," New York, 1916.
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Suicide by Mono-action?

The entertainment here on campus of 65 high school debaters and conclusion of the past week’s activities convinced two trends of thought developed among the underclassmen—one referring to the past, the other commendable. The fact that a Bates organization can carry on a production? Surely, there are dramatic organizations in high schools.

At a meeting of the Varsity Club, the phone takes plenty of abuse. There are some on the second floor, some regardless of whether or not one is interested in formal courses.

Unbelievable names are given in the course of a few minutes as a present from the telephone company.

Astronomer Necessary To Determine Easter

By Irna Nashak '40

Again Easter has come, and with it a lack of knowledge, amusement, but in the emphasizing of the other courses. Antioch, on the other hand, has swung her emphasis in the opposite direction, but in the emphasizing of the other clubs and other organizations is made increasingly noticeable in comparison of the de-emphasizing of debating, as will be shown later on in the spring term, and, for this reason, I would like to call attention to the ever-present Batesonian problem of "How?"

It all depends.—Fran Wallater '41. But no one is on the second floor, some.

To Determine Easter

By a system of nineteen equations it was determined an exact date for Easter were known, astronomers could then determine the first ecclesiastical full moon, which is coincident with it. And so, we must come on April 9. Easter can never be determined in advance.
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Interviewing you!

"As a 180 student, what impresses you most, Miss Bates?"

Mr. Bill Cartwright, Coach Bates, Teacher, and Expert Witness.

"Well, I think there are several things that impress me most about a 180 student. The first is their ability to manage their time effectively. They are often juggling multiple responsibilities, both academic and extracurricular. The second is their dedication to their studies. Despite the challenges they face, they remain committed to their academic goals. Finally, I appreciate their ability to think critically and analyze complex issues. It is a pleasure to work with talented 180 students like you."
New Clothes, Corsages Feature Easter Sunday

Easter Bunny Activity

The Easter bells called forth a very little parade of Bunny-ettes in street cars, with friends and relations on smiling faces, which people on the curb below might have seen in print of you and you wouldn't have known them.

Some of the men who have "bunny girls" did a very swell job of giving out an excellent supply of dimes to kids and ditto to cats, and little green florists pinned to those new spring suits. When the church-square nailed the four with some very lovely costumers to those new street cars.

Easter Bunny Activities

The Easter Bunny will nail some bunnies—very young bunnies in Cherry Blossoms and some simply very busy Basset Fishes from him. Everyone wishes to have someone who will have for him. The center of attention is on Sunday, April 21.

131 Students Attend Communion Service

One hundred and thirty-one Bates students and family members attended the Communion service Thursday afternoon in the Chapel. Dr. Terborc, chaplain, conducted by Rev. W. L. Hill, of the Westminster church. Dr. Terborc, chaplain, conducted by Rev. W. L. Hill, of the Westminster church.

The Easter bells called for the service and the choir sang at the beginning of the service. The service was conducted by the Rev. W. L. Hill, of the Westminster church.

Professor A. Murray Carroll will be the guest speaker at a Kent Hall dinner on April 21st. The dinner will be held at 4 p.m. in the U. B. Church.

Concluding Services of the final Sunday of this school of which President John B. Smith was the last president, and the student life of the school of which President John B. Smith was the last president, and the student life of the school.

Special Student Insured Storage

Students may lay their winter and early spring garments down with us until they return next fall. Nothing to pay now.

Phone 3820 Wathins

R. W. CLARK, Manager

Manter, Howe To Feature B. C. A.

College A. C. President Will Have Rev. Dr. H. E. Foshay Preach at Riverside Church, N. Y.

Lewiston Monumental Works

6-10 Bates Street

LAUNDRY

Lewiston, Maine

Call 4040 for Best Constantia Taxi Service

James P. Murphy Co. Inc.

ASSOCIATE MEMORIALS

LeWiston Monumental Works

10 Bates Street Lewiston

Telephone 4323

PAUL DOUGLAS

Attorney at Law

Bates St. Lewiston, Me.

Detailed Report
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"Lefty...every day in the week Chesterfield will be telling 'em about America's grand old game"

Chesterfield opens the season with more pleasure and gives millions of smokers the same play every day

and you'll want to hear Paul Douglas broadcasting the scores and highlights of the games—Lefty Gomez, first guest star.

It's always more pleasure with Chesterfield...more pleasure for listeners...more pleasure for smokers.

Chesterfield's mild ripe tobaccos—home-grown and aromatic Turkish—and pure cigarette paper...the best in the cigarette business are the combinations you have...THEM SATISFY.
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